INTRODUCTION
A recent episode from the final season of the popular television show How I Met Your Mother' sparked outrage among the Asian American community for portraying several of its main characters in yellowface using racialized gender stereotypes.' The stereotypical representations operated in the same historic tradition of portraying Asians as villains, exotic temptresses, and prostitutes in American media.' In the episode, one of the male leads is dressed as Fu Manchu; the two female leads similarly don identifiably Asian ethnic garb 4 but also assume posture and gestures that play to the stereotyped into ideal wives in the American male imagination, 2 thus becoming a sexual model minority. Whereas in nineteenth-century immigration policy the alien prostitute was regarded as a palpable threat that needed to be excluded from the national borders, in the twentieth century the alien prostitute evolved into the sympathetic subject of rescue, inclusion, and assimilation. In its most recent permutation, the trope of the "hooker with a heart of gold" who can be redeemed and assimilated has resurfaced in United States immigration policy with the T-visa, an immigration remedy allowed under the Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act (TVPA) of 2000.22 This article analyzes the relationship between sexualized stereotypes of Asian women, specifically the Asian prostitute epitomized in the Suzie Wong stereotype, and the tendency of American immigration law, even in pro-women legislation such as the TVPA, to promote conservative norms regarding female sexuality and domesticity. Part I explains the significance of Asian prostitution in the history and evolution of United States immigration policy. In the nineteenth century, the Asian prostitute was constructed as the antithesis to normative American sexuality, as a foreign peril that threatened the integrity of the American domestic unity and therefore required rejection and exclusion. Part II traces how the stereotype of the Asian prostitute evolved during the twentieth century to be reconfigured in the American legal imagination as the unwitting sex trafficking victim who is no longer threatening to the American family unit, but is capable of finding refuge and redemption through normative American domesticity. Part III analyzes the ways in which the TVPA, through a system of compulsory confession under the T-visa regulations, requires female applicants to see themselves as victims, reinforcing conservative norms and traditions regarding immigrant female sexuality. The confession also functions as a cultural repudiation, which further ensconces a moral hierarchy of Western above Eastern cultural values surrounding sexuality. Part IV considers how the selection and legitimization of immigrant subjects who demonstrate normative sexuality, even in facially benevolent legislation such as the TVPA, nevertheless perpetuate stereotypes that are damaging not only to minority immigrant communities but also to women generally. The stereotyping of Asian women [Vol. 38 as sexual model minorities like Suzie Wong legitimizes laws that continue to exclude aliens deemed to possess illegitimate sexualities, which more broadly perpetuates cultural and legal assumptions regarding the proper conduct of women.
I. STARTING FROM THE FIRST "PAGE": HISTORICIZING STEREOTYPES OF ASIAN PROSTITUTES IN EARLY UNITED STATES IMMIGRATION POLICY
Regulation of sex, particularly sex trafficking from Asia, was quite important in the history of United States immigration policy. 3 Indeed, the first significant federal immigration restriction in the United States was a direct response to the perceived problem of prostitution and sex trafficking from Asia. 4 For the first century of the nation's existence, the United States government did not generally regulate immigration into the country. 25 However, in the late nineteenth century, anti-immigrant sentiment grew nationally and began focusing on the exclusion of Chinese immigrants.
2 6 Chinese prostitutes, in particular, were targeted for exclusion as gendered configurations of the Yellow Peril stereotype, which portrayed Asians as inassimilable aliens who threatened American labor, public health, and morality. 27 Widespread prostitution was evidence of a morally bankrupt culture when juxtaposed with the position of domestic American women. 28 , 93 COi-UM. L. REV. 1833 REV. , 1834 REV. (1993 . 26 See SUCHIENG CHAN, ASIAN AMERICANS: AN INTERPRETIVE HISTORY 48-55 (1991) . 27 See Erika Lee, The "Yellow Peril" and Asian Exclusion in the Americas, 76 PAC. HIST. REV. 537, 546-47, 550 (2007) ; Ting, supra note 25, at 302-03 ("The popular view of Chinese as criminals and prostitutes led to the enactment of the first federal statute restricting immigration in 1875, an act which excluded criminals and prostitutes from immigrating to the United States."); see also Keith Aoki, The Yellow Pacific: Transnational Identities, Diasporic Racialization, and Myth(s) of the "Asian Century," 44 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 897, 910-12 (2011) 695-96 (2000) . 21 See generally LAURA WEXLER, TENDER VIOILENCE: DOMESTIC VISIONS IN AN AGE OF U.S. IMPERIALISM (2000) (examining the ways in which normative, nineteenth-century, middle class ideologies of gender and sexuality were configured as empowering to white women in relation to racialized Others using the works of first American female photojournalists).
ers were ostracized as threats to white labor, Chinese prostitutes were demonized as immoral and menacing figures that threatened the racial and moral integrity of the American family and thus required increasing scrutiny, surveillance, and ultimately regulation.
9
Historian Nayan Shah explains how during the nineteenth century antiChinese advocates characterized Chinese immigration as a "racial war [where] the most pernicious weapon was the Chinese female prostitute, who ... was 'infusing a poison into the Anglo-Saxon blood' and imperiling the 'future of the American nation.' "30 The Chinese threat was often framed in terms of moral and sexual pollution with the prostitute as the immediate vehicle of contagion. 3 ' Chinese prostitutes were defined specifically against the nuclear family unit of mainstream American society.
3 2 Shah notes that between 1870 and 1880, the U.S. tasked census takers with classifying San Francisco Chinatown residents "into groups that conformed either to definitions of family or of distinctive types of prostitution."
33 Statistics from 1870 showed that approximately 71 % of Chinese women living in San Francisco 3 4 and 67% of Chinese women living in California were employed as prostitutes. 35 Figures such as these bolstered the popular perception that Chinese women were almost universally prostitutes and required regulation. California began rigorously targeting prostitution as a first effective step towards the ultimate goal of Chinese exclusion.
37 Initial attempts to limit Chinese immigration in the state were struck down as unconstitutional for infringing upon federal power over immigration and foreign commerce. 52 (1939) .
32 ABRAMS, supra note 29, at 653 ("The impulse to exclude Chinese prostitutes stemmed from the profound differences between Chinese attitudes toward sexuality and family structure and the more rigid American system in which monogamous marriage was the only permissible outlet for female sexuality."). REV. 529, 534-37 (1984) .
31 See, e.g., Lin Sing v. Washburn, 20 Cal. 534, 564 (1862) Thus, attention turned toward controlling a particularly visible and more easily targetable demographic of the Chinese population: prostitutes. 39 Such regulation made the "Chinese problem" less an issue of labor competition and more an issue of public morality. 40 In 1870 the California legislature passed " [a] n Act to prevent the kidnapping and importation of Mongolian, Chinese and Japanese females, for criminal or demoralizing purposes." '4 ' The Preamble to the 1870 California law explicitly stated that it was enacted in response to "the business of importing into this State Chinese women for criminal and demoralizing purposes has been carried on extensively during the past year, to the scandal and injury of the people of this State, and in defiance of public decency. '42 The law required that every Chinese female who thereafter sought to enter California provide evidence "that such female desires voluntarily to come into this State, and is a person of correct habits and good character" before being issued a permit for entry.
43
Not long thereafter, the issues of Chinese prostitution and Chinese exclusion grew to national proportions and were similarly used as moral rallying points for federal action." Public morality became a rallying point for exclusion of the Chinese, who were collectively stereotyped as "thieves" and "prostitutes. '45 After his 1874 annual address to the nation, in which he became the first president to speak about the "Chinese problem, ' 1850, at 44 (1990) (quoting President Grant's 1874 annual address that stated: "I call the attention of Congress to a generally conceded fact-that the great proportion of the Chinese immigrants who come to our shores do not come voluntarily, to make their homes with us and their labor productive of general prosperity, but come under contracts with headmen, who own them absolutely. In a worse form does this apply to Chinese women. Hardly a perceptible percentage of them perform any honorable labor, but they are brought for shameful purposes, to the disgrace of communities where settled and to the great demoralization of the youth of those localities. If this evil practice can be legislated against, it will be my pleasure as well as my duty to enforce any regulation to secure so desirable an end."). Proponents of federal action also held the view that the Chinese were culturally conditioned to condone slavery and sexual debasement. See Abrams, Polygamy, supra note 29, at 659 ("Chinese culture, then, was believed to condone a form of slavery that was antithetical to American notions of marriage and consent. This culture had almost biological roots in the Chinese race; their 'servile disposition' was 'inherited from ages of benumbing despotism."' (footnotes omitted)).
Ulysses S. Grant went on to sign the Page Act of 1875, which would abrogate the immigration of Chinese women because they were presumed to be prostitutes. 47 On its face, the Page Act was anti-prostitution legislation designed to ensure that "the immigration of any subject of China, Japan, or any Oriental country, to the United States, is free and voluntary" and not "for lewd and immoral purposes.
'48 However, the Page Act was discriminatorily applied and aimed to exclude all Chinese women based on a constructed stereotype that Chinese women had a cultural inclination toward prostitution. 49 As a result, the already disproportionate ratio between Chinese men and women living in the United States skewed even further. 50 As the subject of the first immigration law enacted within the United States," the Asian prostitute was politically utilized in the nineteenth century as a racial "Other" against which normative citizen and immigrant subjects who could racially and culturally belong in America were defined.
The Page Act was followed by the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882,52 which also capitalized on stereotypes of Chinese women as moral and sexual deviants. 53 The Chinese Exclusion Act halted all Chinese immigration originally for a period of two years, but was subsequently renewed and expanded in 1884, 1888, and 1892.1 4 The Chinese Exclusion Act became the first in a series of laws that systematically excluded Asians from immigrating for decades on the basis of race. In 1917, Congress enacted the Immigration Act that created the "Asiatic Barred Zone," which banned immigration from virtually all parts of Asia. 55 Rule, 1945 -1948 , 33 FEMINIST STUD. 453, 453-56 (2007 1940-1965, at 80-84 (2002 68, 68 (1950) ( American GIs married brides from Japan, Korea, the Philippines, and Vietnam, the tough [Vol. 38
were met with suspicion, as potentially subversive enemy elements that still threatened the legitimacy of the family unit through deception and fraud.
The continued sexualized stereotyping of Asian women as prostitutes in this era exacerbated this distrust. 73 Mainstream reception of the Robert LomaxSuzie Wong dyad of the white man with the Asian prostitute-turned-wife was therefore mixed. Anthropologist Agehananda Bharati hypothesized that continued cultural resistance to anti-miscegenation during the 1960s and the negative reception of Suzie Wong was tied to enduring popular stereotypes of hypersexual Asian femininity that white men could not resist. Eventually the female Asian immigrant subject was integrated into American culture through the family. Immigration policy analysts Philip Wolgin and Irene Bloemraad trace the current prioritization of family unity in immigration law to the War Brides Act. 7 " As the racist national origins quota was ultimately abandoned during the Civil Rights Era and family reunification became the centerpiece of immigration reform, 7 6 the impetus for immigration control shifted away from race and onto normative conceptions of family. 77 As a matter of immigration policy, xenophobia could no dragon-lady edges were smoothed into the subservient, self-sacrificial, and eminently pliable geisha of Madama Butterfly.").
longer persist in the form of overt ethnic discrimination, but resurfaced and manifested as residual suspicions regarding the bona tides of immigrant marriages. In the same way that War Brides were met with suspicion, foreign spouses entering through new family unity provisions were met with similar doubts as to their motives for marriage. A rise in spousal petitions increased attention to definitions of good faith marriage. In Bark v. INS, the Immigration Service sought to deny permanent residence for an immigrant spouse from Korea on the basis that the marriage was fraudulent.7 8 The govemnment interpreted the fact that the couple lived in separate quarters and had conflicting testimony on how much time they spent together as evidence that the marriage was a sham. 79 Though the Ninth Circuit decided the case in favor of the immigrant on a constitutional issue of privacy, 80 it revealed the government's new preoccupation of defining and evaluating the legitimacy of marriage for immigrant applicants.
In Bark, the court was cognizant of how cultural assumptions regarding marriage-what a real versus a fake marriage is supposed to look like-can easily dominate the legal prescriptions for eligibility. In Stokes v. INS, a New York District Court upheld intrusive interviews used by immigration officers to ferret out marriage fraud.
8 Using these interviews, immigration officers often look to culturally idealized signifiers of a genuine relationship." These idealizations, however, are often based on assumptions from normative American culture. 3 In Stokes, for instance, the fact that the couple resided separately after marriage was interpreted as evidence that the marriage was not genuine, even though they had done so based on the cultural belief that they should not cohabitate until they had completed a special Indian relig- REV. 273, 293-96 (2003) .
78511 F.2d 1200 F.2d , 1201 F.2d (9th Cir. 1975 . 79 Id. 80 Id. at 1201-02. ("The concept of establishing a life as marital partners contains no federal dictate about the kind of life that the partners may choose to lead. Any attempt to regulate their life styles, such as prescribing the amount of time they must spend together, or designating the manner in which either partner elects to spend his or her time, in the guise of specifying the requirements of a bona fide marriage would raise serious constitutional questions. Aliens cannot be required to have more conventional or more successful marriages than citizens." (citations omitted)).
83 393 F. Supp. 24, 29-32 (S.D.N.Y. 1975 REV. 1238 REV. , 1242 REV. -43 (1986 ("The INS may, for example, ask questions about the couple's courtship, their wedding ceremony, the decor of their residence, the division of household chores, or what they had for breakfast on the morning of the interview. More important, although they are advised against doing so, INS officials often inquire into the most intimate aspects of the marital relationship. Probing questions about the method of birth control used, the consummation of the marriage, and the sexual conduct of the couple before and after marriage are not uncommon." (footnotes omitted)).
83 Id. at 1246 & n.60 ("The danger that INS practices will interfere with rights of privacy by imposing specific marital norms is magnified because many marriages between aliens and American residents or citizens involve cultural values and marriage customs foreign to the traditional American model.").
[Vol. 38 ious ceremony. 84 For immigrant spouses, there is heightened scrutiny of the relationship above and beyond inquiries that occur even in state family law cases alleging fraud as a basis for nullity. 85 In order to curtail the perceived incidence of immigration sham marriages, 6 Congress enacted the Immigration Marriage Fraud Amendments (IMFA) in 1986, which created a two-year conditional residency requirement for immigrants entering through marriages to United States citizens or legal permanent residents. 87 In legislative arguments for the IMFA, Asian women were again targeted as morally problematic transgressors requiring oversight and regulation, and they were portrayed as engaging in a new type of prostitution: sexual services in exchange for immigration benefits.
88 Congress cited surveys estimating "approximately 30% of all petitions for immigrant visas involve suspect marital relationships" as evidence that reform was needed.
89 Even though Bark had mandated that " [a] liens cannot be required to have more conventional or more successful marriages than citizens,"9wthe IMFA regulations essentially required immigrants to exemplify the ideal vision of the American family. This is because the guidelines that immigration officers used to evaluate good faith marriages included typical mainstays of ideal American family life such as the birth of children, joint ownership of property, and comingling of finances.
9 In other words, in order for immigrants to enter as spouses, their marriages needed to epitomize the model American family. 11 See Abrams, Immigration Law, supra note 77, at 1634 ("In contrast to state family law, the federal immigration system passes judgment on and influences decision making in marriages involving immigrants throughout the four stages of marriage: courtship, entry, intact marriage, and exit."). 18 Ikemoto, supra note 24, at 535-36 ("Mail-order brides are figuratively Asian in popular representations and disproportionately Asian and Pacific Islander in fact. In addition, the emphasis on the exchange of money or benefits for marriage paired the concerns about abuse of immigration laws with the image of American citizens being induced into prostitution by aliens and the use of immigration law as a cover for a new form of Asian female prostitution." (footnotes omitted)).
89 H.R. REi,. No. 99-906, at 6 (1986 Despite increased regulation and scrutiny, societal anxieties over foreign brides, especially from Asia, continued to increase; mail-order brides were stereotypically perceived as seeking to subvert the legitimacy of marriage through immigration fraud. 92 Mail-order brides were regarded as selling themselves into marriage in order to come to the United States for better economic opportunities, and thus their marriages were analogized to prostitution. 93 Their immigration through marriage was likened to another form of sex trafficking.
94 Asia, and more specifically the Philippines and Southeast Asia, was deemed a particularly problematic region from which the majority of mail-order brides were thought to have originated. 95 Estimating that "2,000 to 3,500 men in the United States find wives through mail-order bride catalogs each year" and that "the rate of marriage fraud between foreign nationals and United States citizens or aliens lawfully admitted for permanent residence is 8 percent," Congress enacted a mail-order bride provision in the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRIRA) to regulate international matchmaking organizations and impose penalties on violators.
96 The mail-order bride industries that were targeted by the legislation, however, also capitalized upon and further entrenched popular Suzie Wong stereotypes of Asian women as hypersexual- 92 See Christine So, Asian Mail-Order Brides, the Threat of Global Capitalism, and the Rescue of the U.S. Nation-State, 32 FEMINIST STUD. 395, 399 (2006) ("Deployed as a symbol of the danger, seduction, excess, and shame of global capitalism, the mail-order bride links sexuality to economic profit while unmasking the anxiety surrounding the indeterminate process of establishing the value of Asian women's bodies and labor.").
9' See Eddy Meng, Mail-Order Brides: Gilded Prostitution and the Legal Response, 28 U. MICH. J.L. REFORM 197, 223, 226 (1994) ; see also Lee, Mail Fantasy, supra note 20, at 154, e.g § 652, 110 Stat. 3009, ("Any international matchmaking organization that the Attorney General determines has violated subsection (b) shall be subject, in addition to any other penalties that may be prescribed by law, to a civil money penalty of not more than $20,000 for each such violation.").
[Vol. 38 ized objects of desire for white men. 97 The most popular sources of mailorder brides in Asia, the Philippines and Southeast Asia, were key sites of American military presence and involvement in the middle of the twentieth century. Mail-order brides, therefore, continue to have a connection to racialized sexual hierarchies of American military domination and control in Asia during the Cold War, which are associated with the Suzie Wong stereotype. 98 Congress eventually replaced the mail-order bride provision of the IIRIRA with the International Marriage Broker Regulation Act (IMBRA) of 2005 to highlight and combat the abuse often prevalent in the immigration of mail-order brides.
99 IMBRA did not eliminate the tradition of suspicion against foreign brides, but evidenced growing sympathy for those who might be regarded as exploited victims rather than devious immigration capitalizers.
tm Public policy expanded from simply distinguishing between good faith versus fraudulent marriages to differentiating between sexual victims and sexual opportunists. In popular perception, mail-order brides became increasingly regarded as victims. 01 Roughly contemporaneous with the IM-BRA reforms, the United States government also gave heightened attention to and compassion for victims of trafficking. At the behest of the Clinton administration, 0 2 Congress passed the Trafficking Victims Protection Act in 2000.103
The TVPA marks perhaps the most recent turn in the reenvisioning of the Suzie Wong stereotype. As discussed above, Asia is often portrayed in the American popular imagination as a place of prostitutes and mail-order brides. However, within current immigration policy the Asian prostitute has rizes the Immigration Service to grant up to 5,000 T-visas each year. 20 Yet more than a decade after the enactment of the TVPA, the statistics for relief do not appear to support the original estimates.
2 ' The number of T-visas issued annually has never come near the maximum allowance. Between 2000 and 2010, only approximately 2,300 T-visas were issued out of 50,000 available. 1
22
The low application and approval rate can in part be attributed to the scarcity of eligible applicants.
2 3 Jayashri Srikantiah and other scholars argue that the eligibility criterion to obtain relief under the TVPA is too stringent to be effective. 24 The language of the TVPA is explicit in differentiating between a person who is a true victim of trafficking and a person who is merely an accessory to smuggling, 2 5 or a willful and complicit prostitute. This was precisely the problem I faced in identifying and evaluating viable T-visa applicants during my ten years of practice as a staff attorney in the domestic violence unit of the Asian Pacific American Legal Center (APALC).
26 T-visa applications were among the most difficult to assess, not 2986-87 (2006) ("Trafficking victims also include individuals who are not a subset of the group of 'voluntary migrants' previously identified, for it also encompasses those who are forcibly taken from their homes or sold by their own families and placed in positions of forced labor. The latter group is typically evoked in discussions of human trafficking, but the formervoluntary migrants who later become subject to coerced labor, including sex work-is actually the larger category. This disconnect between perception and reality has resulted in a law that is too narrow to reach a significant portion of the domestic trafficking problem." (footnotes omitted)); see also Jones, Human Trafficking Victim Identification, supra note 124, at 493-96.
'26 The organization has since been renamed Asian Americans Advancing JusticeLos Angeles.
[Vol. 38 for want of potential applicants, but because of the potential legal ambivalences that their stories posed for their eligibility. Whereas the statute requires complete noncompliance with the trafficking, it was not uncommon for trafficked individuals to be at least cognizant of the possibility that they would be engaging in prostitution. During our client assessment meetings, our task was to determine which clients possessed stories that we could frame in a way to meet the eligibility criterion to be legally classified as victims of trafficking under the statute.
To illustrate, during my time at APALC I encountered one archetypical client who was from South Korea and was referred to our office by a prominent local anti-trafficking organization. While in Korea, she was investigating overseas work in the United States and was put in contact with her eventual traffickers. She admitted that she suspected that their operations were likely illegal, and that there would be a strong possibility that the work could possibly entail sex work, but she did not enquire further. Instead, she added, she held to a na'ive hope that the work would be some other type of menial labor such as sweatshop garment work. She said that for her, not knowing for sure at the time that she was leaving her country helped her cope, and for this reason she did not ask her traffickers about the specifics of the work prior to coming. She said that she signed a contract with her traffickers agreeing that she would pay them back for their expenses in transporting her and housing her in the United States. Once she arrived in the United States, she was told that she would be a prostitute. The traffickers told her that if she chose not to or if she quit before she paid them back, they would go after her family in South Korea for the money owed. She said that she lived in a communal apartment with other prostitutes, but when questioned, she said that her traffickers imposed no restrictions on her movement. She was even able to purchase a car after some time. Yet, she said that she did not dare try to leave her situation because she knew about the repercussions for her family back home.
We accepted her case, and in crafting her affidavit, we focused on certain aspects of her story. Ultimately, we were successful in helping her obtain a T-visa, and she was able to move on with her life. We told her to come back to us for assistance once she met the three-year continuous physical presence requirements to adjust status to legal permanent residence. However, scarcely a year following her approval, she returned to us. She had just gotten married to a United States citizen and was now expecting a child, and she was calling to make sure that the circumstances under which she obtained her legal status in the country remained confidential. Her spouse wanted to sponsor her for legal permanent residence, and she was incredibly stressed out that he might find out about her past. We explained that if her husband were to petition for her green card that he would need to at least submit some documentation of her current status and would know about her visa; as a result, she elected to wait until she was eligible to adjust under the TVPA. She told us that she did not want her husband or children to know about her T-visa because she was ashamed of the way she got into the country, wanted to put it behind her, and desired to focus on being a good wife and mother.
When we drafted her declaration, we were unintentionally constructing her in the image of Suzie Wong. In order to fit the mold of the "perfect victim" required by the statutory definitions," 7 we needed to present her, in essence, as a "hooker with a heart of gold" like the fictional Suzie Wong. We were arguing that even though she might have engaged in sexually illicit behavior, it was coerced and therefore did not reflect her true self. So long as she was a victim and not a willing accomplice, her actions did not reflect her true self.'
28 In other words, her actions as a "hooker" did not reflect the sexual values of her true self and her "heart of gold" underneath. Rather, her traffickers used coercion to suppress her true, respectable self. She required, therefore, rescue and restoration through the American legal system. The most striking aspect of our client's story was the ways in which she adopted her persona. Her narrative of eligibility eventually affected the way she thought of herself. As illustrated by the story of my client, current American public policy on sex trafficking involves the semiotic transformation of the former prostitute, the "hooker with a heart of gold," into her true self, the good wife and mother.
In order for an individual to qualify as a "victim of a severe form of trafficking," the applicant must specifically meet the definition of a victim 29 as construed by Congress or the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). 30 First, the applicant must meet that definition externally: someone with the authority to make such a determination must believe that the applicant is a "victim of a severe form of trafficking.'" 1 3 , In virtually all cases, a trafficking victim must obtain a certification from a Law Enforcement Agency (LEA), which under the T-visa regulations, is considered to be the primary evidence of victimization.' 32 The determination of victimization for LEA evaluation and approval, however, is also delimited by the Congres- 2' For sex trafficking to qualify as a severe form of trafficking under the statute, it must be "sex trafficking in which a commercial sex act is induced by force, fraud, or coercion, or in which the person induced to perform such act has not attained 18 years of age." 22 U.S.C. § 7102(8)(A) (2012).
3 22 U.S.C. § 7105(b)(1)(C) (2012). 138 U.S.C.A. § I 101(a)(15)(T)(i)(l) (2012); see also 22 U.S.C. § 7102(8)(A) ("The term 'severe forms of trafficking in persons' means-(A) sex trafficking in which a commercial sex act is induced by force, fraud, or coercion, or in which the person induced to perform such act has not attained 18 years of age; or (B) the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for labor or services, through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of subjection to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery.").
sional definition, which in the context of sex trafficking means that the "commercial sex act is induced by fraud, force, or coercion."' 33 As contained in the interim rules and guidance for the T-visa, Congress specifically intended to distinguish circumstances "where the alien has voluntarily contracted to be smuggled" from "severe forms of trafficking in persons . . .
[which] must involve both a particular means such as the use of force, fraud, or coercion, and a particular end such as involuntary servitude or a commercial sex act."' 34 The iconic victim imagined under the TVPA cannot have had any responsibility for her victimization. Congress decided, during deliberations over the act, that it was interested in admitting innocent victims, not willing prostitutes.'
35 With the TVPA, Congress engaged in the classification of sexual subjects that distinguishes between those who deserve protection and those who do not. 36 As the T-visa applicant attempts to conform to the statutory definition through the retelling of her narrative, she participates in a structure that legitimizes one version of sexual expression and agency over another.
The statutory definition of a trafficking victim is an imagined fiction. Peter Schuck has argued that there is a gap between the ideal that legislators imagined "in their minds" and real cases encountered in practice.
37 Similarly here, there is often a disparity between how sex trafficking actually occurs in the real world and how it is popularly believed to occur. For example, Nora Demleitner discusses the following:
Many media reports focus on the very small number of women who were forcibly abducted from their home country, transported to Western Europe, and there forced into prostitution. Although these cases do occur, they constitute the least likely scenario of sexual slavery. Nevertheless, they are frequently used as paradigmatic cases. 899, 904 (1994) ("Although some realists do not concede that the law in action actually deviates from the law in their minds, many others readily admit that a gap does in fact exist. To them, however, this gap simply demonstrates how impractical the idealists' vision is and why it cannot be implemented in the demanding world of contemporary clinical practice."). A successful T-visa application often depends on narrowing the gap between the real and imagined. Even though the iconic victim is a contrived fiction, the T-visa applicant is called to conform herself to that fiction.
Thus, the trafficking victim must, to a certain degree, adopt the statutory identity of a trafficking victim internally: she must see herself as a victim. Though the statutory standard for a trafficking victim was deeply contested during Congressional debate over the law,' 39 the resulting definition promotes a specific type of sexual victimization that is characterized by the na've passivity that I encouraged my client to take in her declaration. In addition to the LEA endorsement, which already produces a confessional story at the time of an applicant's initial rescue, 140 the T-visa regulations also require, as secondary evidence, "an original statement by the applicant indicating that he or she is a victim of a severe form of trafficking."' ' 4 ' The applicant's declaration memorializes her continuing confession and performance of her victim subjectivity, through a statement that unequivocally says, "I am a victim of a severe form of trafficking." This consciousness becomes the method by which the T-visa applicant positions herself in relation to the American body politic as she justifies the legitimacy of her claim for immigration benefits. The T-visa, therefore, calls the victim to further subject her sexuality as the object of scrutiny and evaluation by experts who will then categorize her. The T-visa applicant must participate in a series of confessional affirmations and validations of her victim identity, first to HHS who certifies her, then to the prosecuting authority who signs off on her certification, and finally to herself in her declaration. She legitimizes herself by proving her compliant victim subjectivity under the statutory definitions, which in turn reinforces the normative standards and expectations behind the statute as appropriate, reasonable, and legitimate.
In adopting the persona of the statutory defined "victim of a severe form of trafficking," she discursively rewrites herself as a proper and conforming immigrant subject. In many ways, the T-visa declaration illustrates the discursive evolution of the alien into an immigrant into a potential citizen subject. In the declaration, the T-visa applicant aligns herself with the "I See E. BENJAMIN SKINNER, A CRIME So MONSTROUS: FACE-TO-FACE WITH MOD-ERN-DAY SLAVERY 51-54 (2008) (describing how conservative abolitionists opposed and eventually led to the failure of the Comprehensive Anti-Trafficking in Persons Act of 1999, the predecessor to the TVPA, because they believed the language to be overly general and not specific enough to sexual victimization and coercion). The TVPA that eventually passed distinguishes between "sex trafficking" that does not involve coercion, and "severe forms of trafficking" that must involve "force, fraud, or coercion." 22 U.S.C. § 7102(8)-(9). T-visas are available only to victims of a "severe form of trafficking."
40 Srikantiah, Perfect Victims and Real Survivors, supra note 124, at 187 ("Once in the trafficking enterprise, the victim must remain passive until rescued by law enforcement, as reflected in the regulatory preferences for rescue over escape. She must then fully reveal her story to law enforcement upon rescue, given the regulatory requirement of the LEA endorsement.").
14' 8 C.F.R. § 214.11 (0(3) (2005).
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same sexual values of the society in which she wishes to enter. In Giving an Account of Oneself, Judith Butler stresses the importance of retelling narratives in the constitution of the individual subject within a democratic society. 42 For Butler, the self becomes aware through discursively engaging herself in reference to other normative relations, 43 which is an expansion of Michel Foucault's hypothesis that "the dissemination and reinforcement of heterogeneous sexualities, are perhaps two elements of the same deployment: they are linked together with the help of the central element of a confession that compels individuals to articulate their sexual peculiarity."
' 44 The TVPA requires its beneficiary subjects, trafficking victims, to situate themselves in reference to normative sexuality that is associated with the culture of the rescuer. In contrast, victims are called to regard their native culture as exhibiting sexual pathology that allows their victimization. The T-visa declaration requires a victim to visibly denounce that pathology, lest she be seen as complicit with it and therefore ineligible. Understanding herself in relation to the normative ideal of the iconic victim, then, becomes a process of cultural alienation through which the victim emerges into an immigrant subject who will then later be able to naturalize into a full citizen subject. Butler, furthermore, examines the constitutive process of account-giving, which are attempts, whether successful or not, by subjects to render oral justifications for their actions. She asks as the central question of her book, " [d] oes the postulation of a subject who is not self-grounding, that is, whose conditions of emergence can never fully be accounted for, undermine the possibility of responsibility and, in particular, of giving an account of oneself?"' ' 45 In respect to victimization, Butler's thesis suggests that the victim must in some sense reject responsibility and agency for her actions. Ironically, the confession required in the T-visa declaration does not function so much as a confession, but as a repudiation of the victim subject. In order to reconstitute herself as an immigrant subject who deserves to belong in the United States, the T-visa applicant must confess not her own responsibility for her actions, but rather her absolute victimization. She cannot exhibit agency. Her declaration must communicate a definitive subject position; the verbal identification, "I am a victim," communicates that she is entirely the passive subject of someone else's actions. She cannot have any responsibility or agency for her actions, otherwise she will not be admitted as a victim of 142 JUDITH BUTLER, GIVING AN ACCOUNT OF ONESELF 15 (2005) ("1 come into being as a reflexive subject in the context of establishing a narrative account of myself when I am spoken to by someone and prompted to address myself to the one who addresses me.").
"I3 Id. at 33 (referencing Hegel and Cavarero's ideas of self: "Am 1, in relation to the norm, substitutable? And yet, as a being constituted bodily in the public sphere, argues Cavarero, I am exposed and singular, and this is as much a part of my publicity, if not my sociality, as is the way I become recognizable through the operation of norms."). trafficking but will be excluded as an accomplice to smuggling. Rather, she must repudiate her illicit activities as not attributable to her but to another source.
Further in respect to victimization, Butler suggests that the victim subject generally does not conceive of her agency according to her own actions, "but by virtue of the relation to the Other that is established at a level of [her] primary and irreversible susceptibility, [her] passivity prior to any possibility of action or choice."' ' 4 6 In other words, the victim confesses what appear to be her actions, but deems them the actions of an "Other." As Butler elaborates: "For Levinas, who separates the claim of responsibility from the possibility of agency, responsibility emerges as a consequence of being subject to the unwilled address of the other. This is part of what he means when he claims, maddeningly, that persecution creates a responsibility for the persecuted." 147 The declaration represents the discursive emergence of the trafficking victim into an acceptable immigrant subject, a "me" who is ethically defined opposite to the trafficker.
As the T-visa applicant refrains from exhibiting agency in her own actions during her confessions, she intuitively attributes them to another source. The declaration required for T-visa relief under the federal regulations subconsciously necessitates the applicant to position herself as the victim of her own culture, 4 1 which then takes the place of the "Other" that Butler suggests. As she repudiates her actions, she attributes them to not only her traffickers but also a culture from which she must be rescued. 149 For the sex trafficking survivor in particular, this Othering occurs across the axis 146 Id. at 88; see also EDWARD W. SAID, ORIENTALISM 120 (1978) (critiquing the construction and marginalization of the East as an "Other" culture against which Western culture defines and legitimates itself as an archetypical standard).
147 BUTLER, GIVING AN ACCOUNT, supra note 142, at 85; see also id. ("Only through a certain accusation does the 'me' emerge . . . responsibility does not emerge as selfpreoccupation or self-beratement, and it requires recourse to an understanding of the ethical relation to the Other that does not rely on casual links between a doer and a deed.").
'48 Srikantiah, Perfect Victims and Real Survivors, supra note 124, at 201-02 ("Reliance on an iconic victim standard that requires sexual exploitation is easily justified if practices in the source country are characterized as involving barbaric acts of male domination, including sexual exploitation of women and girls. The victim mythology begins with the source countries. Iconic victims originate from cultures in Asia, Latin America, or Africa stereotyped as suppressing the individuality of women and girls and rendering them simple prey for manipulation by clever traffickers. The iconic victim concept is thus consistent with stereotypes of foreign women and women of color as meek, helpless, and belonging to repressive male dominant cultures.").
of sexuality. Obtaining immigration benefits involves acceptance of and assimilation to American standards of sexual normativity, while repudiating the sexual deviance of the "Other" culture. 50 Ratna Kapur critiques legislation that seeks to rescue immigrant women as problematic when it participates in "cultural essentialism ... [where] [w]omen in the Third World are portrayed as victims of their culture, which reinforces stereotyped and racist representations of that culture and privileges the culture of the West.'' By saying, "I am a victim of a severe form of human trafficking," and taking a passive subject position, she dissociates her identity from her previous culture as that which is "not herself." Furthermore, she aligns herself with the normative vantage point of the rescuer, which further perpetuates the Othering of her original culture.
5 At the same time, in seeking the status of a legal versus illegal immigrant, she participates in and reproduces the systematized approval of normative sexuality in the United States.
IV. CHINA DOLLS IN PORCELAIN WHITE: BEYOND THE RACIAL POLITICS OF THE SUZIE WONG STEREOTYPE
By requiring a discursive document of confession and cultural alienation, the TVPA engages in a racialized politics of rescue similar to the same tradition of the Suzie Wong stereotype. However, rather than an individual Western man, it is an entire Western country that acts as rescuer who redeems the fallen Asian woman through a rewriting of her sexual identity. Peter Kwan, in analyzing the racial politics of Suzie Wong's seduction scene, explains:
Suzie, however, is fallen. She can pretend that she is virtuous but she cannot redeem herself except by artifice. Here, however, not only does Lomax as white knight carry away Suzie, he does the impossible-he makes her into a virgin so that she can offer herself up to him. Through his agency, the first time he is to make love to her, Suzie is "cleansed by a miracle of beginning."' In order to become the subject of rescue, a renewed virginal self must figuratively emerge. It is this reborn virgin who is able to consent to offer herself up to become the suitable mate for the Western man. As Srikantiah has commented, the "perfect victim" imagined by the TVPA does not accurately represent "real survivors" found in practice and advocacy, 5 4 and the way the TVPA constructs her victimization perpetuates a fictional figment of American cultural superiority.' 55 Kwan states:
[H]er farce of innocence is equally necessary to her identity, for it is her desire to be redeemed which makes this fallen creature worthy of the salvation offered by the white knight. Furthermore, that salvation must be convincing in its reality or else the potency of the white knight would be questioned.
6
Ultimately, the rescue motif in the Suzie Wong story reinforces a hierarchy of white heterosexual masculinity.'
57 By capitalizing on the same rhetoric of rescue, the TVPA camouflages its own promotion of patriarchal, sexually normative values in American culture, while ostensibly appearing pro-women in condemning the patriarchy of Asian cultures.' 58 In the rescue and assimilation narrative of the T-visa applicant, attention is almost entirely drawn to the evils of Asian patriarchy that are repudiated, overcome, and left behind. The fact that the trafficking victim must assume the Western masculinist idealization of a virginal woman who is worthy to be rescued remains latent and hidden because all the focus is shifted to stereotypical assumptions of Asian culture as backwards and foreign. Thus, the TVPA performs feminism in yellowface, where racialized constructions working in tandem with feminist interests mask, conceal, and legitimize otherwise blatant misogynist values hidden beneath.
The sexist male fantasy of the submissive rescued woman is made somehow more palpable and acceptable to Western sensibilities when cast in an Asian body-the sexualized hierarchy that places Suzie Wong in a subSrikantiah, supra note 124, at 187. Leti Volpp, Talking "Culture ": Gender, Race, Nation, and the Politics of Multiculturalism, 96 COLUM. L. REv. 1573 , 1604 -05 (1996 (critiquing the notion that the "fictive unified culture [of the United States] is per se more progressive and more protective of women and children than the culture of Asian and African immigrants").
56 Kwan, supra note 153, at 113. 18-19 (2014) (discussing how juxtaposing patriarchal preferences in Asian family law processes against the presumed egalitarianism of the American system often masks residual patriarchal values in American family law).
[Vol. 38 missive role is regarded as a product of her Asian culture rather than her relationship with Robert Lomax. Submissive femininity is imagined as the racial predisposition of the Asian wife rather than the projected desire of the white husband. However, the Suzie Wong stereotype is not a reflection of the way Asian women actually act but of how white men desire Asian women to act-which is really an extension of how white men desire all women to act. The Suzie Wong stereotype, the culturally victimized "hooker with a heart of gold" who requires rescue by the white man, is a yellowface construction of the white imagination.
Yellowface is the tradition of employing white actors wearing yellow makeup to play Asian characters on stage, and later in film, due in part to the shortage of Asian actors during the exclusionary era." 5 9 These portrayals were based on popularly held stereotypes of Asians that were then further perpetuated in popular media consumption of the time."
r° The first visual representations of Asians in American media depicted them with slanted eyes and yellow skin,
16
' which became the basis for stereotyped yellowface roles on the stage and screen. As grossly negative caricatures of Asians, yellowface performances reinforced cultural attitudes of Asians as inassimilable outsiders, which in turn solidified political sentiment supporting their exclusion and segregation.
16 2 Asian men were stereotypically portrayed as threatening foreign menaces such as Fu Manchu, or benign but effeminized model minorities such as Charlie Chan.
63 Asian women were exoticized sexually either as aggressive dragon ladies or as demure lotus blossoms, 164 but both were set in contrast to Western norms of femininity. Asian women, as they were imagined in yellowface, were sexual "Others" that required taming or rescuing by white men. Concerning these stereotypical representations of Asians in visual culture, literary scholar Elaine Kim argues, "Asian women are only sexual for the same reason that Asian men are asexual: both exist to define the white man's virility and the white race's superiority."' defined by white filmmakers in order to find work, such as Nancy Kwan did with her role as Suzie Wong.1 66 Even though their race is consistent with the role they are playing, Asian actors playing stereotyped roles are still performing in yellowface, exaggerated caricatures of how white filmmakers think Asians should act. Asian actors are often confronted with the difficult choice of perpetuating negative stereotypes in certain roles that they accept or not working at all. These stereotypes, furthermore, have consequences not only for actors in those films, but also for audiences consuming those films, 67 which then affects the ways in which Asian women are perceived and treated in society.
6 8 Filmmaker and scholar Celine Parrefias Shimizu, for instance, describes a formative episode in her life while she was a student at Berkeley when a white male veteran propositioned her under his assumption that Asian women were sex workers like Suzie Wong. 69 Yellowface has been treated chiefly as a problem of race, thus allowing yellowface portrayals of Asian women upon which the Suzie Wong stereotype is based, to more surreptitiously advance sexism. The controversy surrounding the episode of How I Met Your Mother mentioned at the start of this article focused only on the yellowface, that white women were playing stereotyped Asian roles, rather than the misogyny underlying those roles. Yellowface, however, is not purely racial performance, it is also gender performance. In her early scholarship, Judith Butler describes how gender is constructed through a series of reiterated, performative acts.
7 0 Gender performance is intertwined with community expectations of how members of each gender must behave, and when those expectations are not followed, society sanctions and marginalizes deviant actors.' 71 The redemption of Suzie Wong, then, is a performance through which the deviant sexual actor is brought into a conforming gender expectation. She is assimilated into American culture by denouncing her old sexual identity as the prostitute in Asia and donning her new sexual role as the domesticated wife in America. Applying Butler's theory to stereotypes of Asian women, the Suzie Wong role is not a reflection of reality, but a performance-a yellowface mask that contains strong elements of gender performance. This yellowface role becomes a vision of what is expected of all women. Through the yellowface stereotype of Suzie Wong, Asian women are constructed as a fictional sexual model minority imagined by white men as a disciplinary model for all women.
7 2 Yellowface female characters are women acting the way society tacitly thinks all women should ideally act-as stereotyped Asian women.
The TVPA similarly requires gender performance, which reveals the ways in which American culture remains patriarchal despite the veneer of being pro-women. In order to qualify for relief, applicants must act the way society thinks all women should properly behave. Though imposed on the immigrant and therefore racially "Other" body, the trafficking victim becomes the model of assimilation into normative ideals of American femininity according to men. Like Suzie Wong, the iconic trafficking victim is a sexual model minority; she acts the way a white man would want any woman to act: the submissive object of rescue and domestication.
The immigration narrative of the T-visa applicant is a story that legitimizes American models of marriage, which centers on seemingly divergent, " ' 73 but ultimately coinciding, notions of consent. The legislative history of the TVPA reveals how both the Democratic and Republican parties worked together to pass TVPA, creating a rare and unlikely alliance between representatives of liberal women's rights advocates and conservative antiprostitution Christians, respectively. 7 4 Though the abolitionist and autonomy positions had differing motivations, the resulting anti-trafficking solution converged on the issue of consent.' 75 In repudiating their own agency, T-visa applicants must demonstrate that their ability to consent was frustrated. Coercion indicates that they were not able to consent to their actions. Through the application process, T-visa immigrants evolve from being foreign subjects who are not able to consent into American subjects who now possess 172 Tajima, supra note 164, at 309 ("The Lotus Blossom Baby, a sexual-romantic object, has been the prominent type throughout the years. These 'Oriental flowers' are utterly feminine, delicate, and welcome respites from their often loud, independent American counterparts. Many of them are the spoils of the last three wars fought in Asia."). 76 In this way, however, the TVPA also advocates the idea that a proper woman cannot consent to prostitution.' 77 Women are not permitted the same ranges of absolute volition and agency in their sexual decisions-there are some boundaries they cannot cross. In terms of T-visa eligibility, those who transgress these sexual normative expectations are the ones who are left out. The TVPA therefore creates judgments about not only the sexual practices of cultures deemed foreign, but also the sexual behavior of women generally.'
78 Proper women exercise their sexual agency within the confines of normative heterosexual relationships determined by men.
These tacit sexual expectations of women implied in the TVPA have ultimately remained unchanged since the nineteenth century. In the nineteenth century, white feminism became a disciplinary model for mainstream American morality defined against patriarchal immigrant practices such as prostitution. 7 9 Reform measures focused on restoring vulnerable women to normative domesticity.S 0 Yet as discussed earlier, the majority of Asian women were constructed as the antithesis of respectable American sexuality, and summarily excluded. In some ways, white women served as a policing mechanism for the proper conduct of women in the nineteenth century, and 456, 458 (2002) ("Western evolutionary science of the late nineteenth century postulated a strong correlation between the evolved status of any group and the condition of the women belonging to it. International reformers in the United States and elsewhere often linked the eradication of male oppression (whether in the form of drunkenness, domestic violence, polygamy, patriarchal economic control, or harmful factory labor conditions) to the notion of a maternalist order-one in which women's supposedly 'natural' gifts for civilizing and purifying the social order would uplift the entire nation. Reformers dedicated to Americanizing new immigrants to the United States frequently targeted what they regarded as old-country patterns of gender oppression.").
80 Francine T. Sherman, Justice for Girls: Are We Making Progress?, 28 CRIM. JUST. 9, 10-11 (2013) ("Accounts of girls' treatment in the late 1800s and early 1900s show that the juvenile justice system frequently intervened to save wayward girls from perceived futures in prostitution or criminality and redirect them toward marriage, motherhood, and home life. Girls in need of intervention were seen as both sexually vulnerable and sexually precocious; the system's role was to instill in them appropriate morality.").
Feminism in Yellowface
Asian women were defined against them. In the twentieth century, however, the Asian immigrant woman epitomized by the Suzie Wong stereotype became the model that pointed women toward normative domesticity, and continues to do so now in the twenty-first century. She is virginal and passive in her sexual agency, per the T-visa requirements, and has not been motivated by anything else except for starting a life together with her husband,' 8 ' per the good faith marriage requirements. She is the new sexual model minority against which all women are normatively measured, and thus she is the new policing mechanism of the modern age. Yet as the iconic victim and a stereotype, she is also an invented fiction. Fictive stereotypes of Asian immigrant women, such as the iconic victim and the Suzie Wong "hooker with a heart of gold," are deployed as methods to control the general population, which illustrate Michel Foucault's hypothesis of state power.' 82 The TVPA, IMFA, and IMBRA are immigration regulations that access imagined stereotypes of Asian women to propagate normative standards of sexual conduct, and thus act as broader mechanisms of population control. They determine what types of individuals are allowed to thrive and enjoy life in society. Foucault describes this phenomenon as biopower:
The old power of death that symbolized sovereign power was now carefully supplanted by the administration of bodies and the calculated management of life ... in the field of political practices and economic observation, of the problems of birthrate, longevity, public health, housing, and migration.'
83
Immigration regulations function as methods of population control by determining the demographic characteristics of certain sectors of the population. For immigrant families, those who subscribe to definitions of normative sexuality and good faith marriage are those allowed to enter-these are the ones allowed to live in the United States. Those who do not conform are those who are excluded-these are the ones who are not allowed to live in the United States, which leads to their figurative "death" in society.
Regulations across the axes of immigration and sexuality are crucial to population dynamics; as Foucault has postulated: This is the background that enables us to understand the importance assumed by sex as a political issue ....
On the one hand it was tied to the disciplines of the body: the harnessing, intensification, and distribution of forces, the adjustment and economies of ' STUD. 75, 77-79 (1998) (explaining how Foucault's notion of power describes "any form of power which attempts to prevent a certain type of action through the threat of legal or social sanctions").
energies. On the other hand, it was applied to the regulation of populations, through all the far-reaching effects of its activity. 8 4 In the nineteenth century, Asian women were not allowed to live in the United States due to an immigration regulation policing sexuality, the Page Act. As a result, the Chinese population living in America dwindled rapidly during that time.
8 5 Unable to form families in significant numbers, 1 8 6 the early Chinese-American population literally died off.' 87 Thus even though the Chinese have historically been present in the country since the nineteenth century, very few Chinese Americans today can trace their ancestry to those roots; rather, the majority of Chinese currently living in America are foreign born.
1 88 A similar intersection of immigration and sexual regulation occurs in the twentieth century. The TVPA operates in the same tradition of the IMFA and IMBRA: differentiating the lawful immigrant subject from the excludable alien across normative conceptions of proper sexuality. Those who subscribe to sexual normative standards are allowed in, whereas those who do not remain inadmissible.
8 9 The demographic of immigrants who make it inside, therefore, will skew towards those normative sexual standards.
As Eithne Luibh6id has suggested, "public discourses on sexuality legitimate the exclusion, condemnation, or acceptance of particular migrants."' 90 Yet traditionally, immigration exclusion has so focused on racial markers of sexual excludability that their implications for gender relations often remain veiled, as it were, behind yellowface masks. Sexualized stereo- Woo and Cristy Chung, et al., Respondents, v. Bill Lockyer, et al., Appellants 128-29 (2006) ("After the implementation of the Page Act of 1875, it was virtually impossible for Asian women to immigrate to the United States. Thus, the government attempted to prevent Chinese Americans from forming families; Chinese Americans were barred from marrying whites through the antimiscegenation statutes, and the government tried to prohibit them from marrying other Chinese Americans by ending female Chinese immigration .... This policy proved itself to be devastatingly effective. Between 1880 and 1950, the Chinese American community virtually disappeared as an aging male population gradually died or was forced to return to China in order to marry, never to return. The 1860 Census shows that API people constituted 9.2% of the total California population. However, by 1900, that number had declined to 3.8%. By 1950, the API population had dwindled to a mere 1.7% of the California population, according to the census data." (footnotes omitted)). Feminism in Yellowface types of Asian women, such as Suzie Wong, are dangerous and damaging because they have in some ways become the normative standard. Foucault describes the ways in which. the government exercises power over individuals primarily through surveillance and disciplinary regulation. 91 Sexualized stereotypes of Asian women, as implemented in the history of American immigration policy, operate within Foucault's panopticon, 92 whereby spectacle and public visibility effectuate state power over subjects through surveillance and supervision applied by institutional mediums of state authority. 193 The stereotyped Asian immigrant woman becomes the object of spectacle and scrutiny on two fronts. She is first scrutinized and studied by immigration officials before being deemed fit for entry. Once inside, she is put on display as a sexual model minority for consumption, study, and emulation by the public at large. Through consumption of the normative models, the subjects sometimes become self-policing, 94 and regulate their own sexual conduct, 19 5 as in the case of my client. These self-policing subjects, in turn, are constructed into a model minority, which are idealized symbols that indirectly police the conduct of the larger population, but particularly other minority groups. 1 96 My client's story demonstrates the ways in which fictions can become reality when they are normalized. There is often a pressure for minority groups to conform to stereotypes, which in the case of Asian immigrant women, becomes a hyper-actualized fiction of sexual normativity.
197 Defenders of the How I Met Your Mother stereotypes argued that the portrayals were harmless and that Asian Americans were being overly sensitive, 198 which has been evoked in other contexts to blame minority victims for being offended by racism.
199 Yet the Suzie Wong stereotype is harmful because, whether consciously malicious or not, the stereotype not only affects the ways that Asian American women are perceived but can also affect the ways in which they perceive themselves within the American public landscape. Furthermore, the constructed standards of proper sexual behavior necessitated by trafficking and good faith marriage provision of immigration law can have effects beyond immigrant subjects. As stereotyped sexual model minorities, Asian immigrant women can become instruments for disciplining female behavior more generally. 2°° As such, sexualized stereotypes of Asian women are not only damaging to Asians, 2 0 1 they are damaging to all women. Greater sensitivity and appreciation to the structural origins and consequences of the stereotypes are needed in order to reveal, and perhaps challenge, the larger structures of American patriarchy and gender hierarchy underneath the yellowface.
